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Appendix A: Extended Map Distribution Prediction Results

The dataset that was used is KTH dataset [2] which includes 182 floor-plans and nearly 38,000 real-world rooms.
The XML files of floor-plans were converted to 2D occupancy grid maps with fixed scale (four pixels for one meter).
Next, each map was cut into sub-maps with fixed size (32/32 pixels). Finally, we created N tuples of sub-maps,
action (direction and length of stride) and the ground truth map post action i.e (m, a,m′) (see Fig. 1). In order to
approximate the P(m′|m, a) we chose to use conditional VAE architecture as we describe in section III.c in [1]. The
CVAE flow chart in the training and deployment stages is shown in Fig. 2.

In the training stage we used the KTH dataset (593,264 tuples of (m, a,m′) in indoor enviourment) and separated
this data to 80% train set and 20% test set. For each tuple in both sets we calculate the reconstruction error (RE)
on the overlap area by novelty detection method that was presented in Section IV.A in [1], and additionally the
prediction error (PE) on the unknown area against the ground truth. Figs. 3.a-b show the RE histogram of the train
set and the test set: we can see very similar statistics in both of the sets, since both are of the same enviourment type
(KTH dataset). Based on these results, we can define the novelty detection threshold to be 5 (See section III.E in [1]).
In addition, in Fig. 4 we show the PE histogram of the train set and the test set. We can see most of the results are
with prediction error less on 5 (see examples in section IV.A in [1]).

Appendix B: Extended BSP Simulation Results

In this paper, we extend the results of BSP in unknown environments simulation (see section IV.b in [1]). In the
deployment we used Gazebo world different indoor enviourment of KTH dataset. Fifteen scenarios of planning sessions
are tested. Each scenario includes a different environment and three actions that lead to an unknown area (see
Fig. 5). In our work, the planning mission is to choose the best action that leads to the goal by the least uncertainty.
Our approach suggests to leverage experience to predict the unknown area around the candidate actions given the
partial map observed in the inference stage. The solution by a standard BSP method, denoted baseline, is to
ignore the unknown future measurements (in our case point clouds) and take into consideration only the motion
model. The non-realistic solution, denoted GT-map, is to use the ground truth maps to generate the expected future

Figure 1: dataset processes.
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Figure 2: Training and Deployment.
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Figure 3: Reconstruction error histogram. (a) trainset; (b) testset; (c) deployment scenarios;.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Prediction error histogram. (a) trainset; (b) testset;
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measurements and take them into consideration in the objective function calculation. Fig. 6 showed the objective
function calculation by these three BSP approaches. We can see that with our approach, actions ordering is closer to
the GT-map BSP method compared to baseline. Fig. 3.c shows the reconstruction error from the Gazebo scenarios
and shows one example (scenario 15) to how we could recognize unfamiliar environments and avoid using wrong
predictions.
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Figure 5: Light green - coditional map, yellow - three candidate actions. Figures (a)-(o) according to planning scenarios 1-15 from Table 1 in [1].
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Figure 6: Objective function values for the three BSP methods. baseline in black, our approach in red, GT-map in blue. Figures (a)-(o)
according to planning scenarios 1-15 from Table 1 in [1].
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